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 OUR
BUSINESS

Servicing remote areas 
since 2014

Ago Vires Pty Ltd was established in 2014. 
It’s core purpose has been to provide a 
diversely skilled workforce and business 
offering throughout regional and remote 
Australia. Principal to underpinning its 
success is providing a conglomerate 
of offerings throughout these regions 
that combine to form a resilient and 
sustainable company that can sustain 
its operation through harsh climatic, 
geographically isolated and fluctuating 
industrial conditions.

Ago Vires maintains a strong connection 
with community and the industries 
it services (agriculture, construction, 
tourism, manufacturing & energy). 
Ago Vires has been founded upon the 
principles of reliability, quality, safety and 
controlling its environmental impact.

OUR
VISION

In the future, our vision is on being 
the reliable ‘business of choice’ 
for delivering upon our client 
requirement, because we can 
only succeed when our customers 
succeed with us. 



OUR
VISION

WHAT MAKES US 
DIFFERENT?

Ago Vires management have made their careers on the 
back of providing ‘High Risk’ services in the most hostile and 
geographically remote locations within Australia; their industry 
knowledge and proven ability as construction professionals 
aids the performance of site based personnel. 

We don’t just provide a service, we understand what our customers want and 
expect; and, we will work tirelessly to ensure our efforts are widely recognized 
because of the accomplishments that we bring to everything that we do.”

Strategically placed, Ago Vires provides services to the ‘Cooper 
Basin’ & ‘Surat Basin’. With an intrinsic knowledge of Oil & Gas 
Infrastructure, Ago Vires have provided ‘Turn Key’ solutions for 
mid tier Oil, Gas & Energy companies.

Rarely do you find a mid tier supplier that is able to construct ‘end to end’ 
production and gathering facilities; but Ago Vires moves beyond this because 
we also operate and maintain the facility that we have constructed”



OILFIELD 
OPERATING & 
MAINTAINING

FIELD OPERATING 
OVERVIEW

Legislative Compliance as Field Operator

We understand the legislative reporting requirements as the field operator; 
ensuring that site based activities have a transparent basis in which we monitor, 
report, operate and maintain the field and the production facility and infrastructure.

Knowledge of Petroleum as Field Operators

While we do not protest that we are petroleum engineers or down hole experts; 
operating the facility within the design parameters is something that we maintain 
an astute understanding about. We are also very aware of the significant 
factors that different production fluid can have upon a facility and the various 
infrastructure. It is for this reason that we maintain a ‘responsive approach’ to 
operating and maintaining; and we have a performance scale that proves our 
techniques deliver value both on production costs and the capital expenses of 
field operating.

Production Mitigation Strategy (field production mitigation techniques)

Operating a remotely based production facility in geographically remote and 
environmentally hostile conditions can be difficult enough without having to 
deal with irregular or complex production fluid chemistry. We have managed 
the ongoing production of crude with a high pour point; maintaing transport 
techniques that ensure no loss of production throughout the entire calendar 
year.



FIELD OPERATING 
OVERVIEW

CASE STUDIES BY FIELD 
OPERATORS (WAXY CRUDE)

Water Bath Heater

“Waxy crude and Winter means we operate a water bath 
heater from April to late September- October  we run our 
bath heater at 95 degrees C 24 hrs a day during the depths 
of winter  and we approx use about 250l of diesel a day 
alone on boiler, we investigated running on produced 
crude but was not viable in the end. There are extra costs 
associated with this boiler these are: Maintenance per 
year is around $5k -10K for specialist servicing to visit site 
and give a once over, we also had to change the boiler 
over from using artesian or bore water to RO water that 
we purchase from a neighbouring field as the bore water 
damages the integrity of boiler through internal rusting, we 
also add chemicals ( corrosion inhibitor ) to this to guard 
against this. We source specialist boiler parts for regular 
maintenance and conduct water samples to ensure 
the corrosion inhibitor used remains within operating 
parameters.”

Maintaining Thermal Heat

“Keeping the heat in the oil produced is of utmost 
importance hence heat trace and lagging essential at 
tank farm and highly desirable for flow lines, we loose 
30-50 degrees on our 1 km flow line from well head to 
plant (unlagged ) so there are viability calculations which 
incorporate produced fluid compared with temperature 
loss that we must monitor to ensure no waxing occurs in 
the pipeline.”

Monitoring PPD and It’s Use

“PPD is critical! knowing the Pour Point of your oil is 
essential. and PPD chemical is a must and costs around 
$6000.00 per 1000L , for example our dosage rate for 
140BBl of production is 11-12L per day and this can be 
increased to lower Pour Point of oil on particularly cold 
days. We typically run the PPD from April to late November 
and even into early December depending on how cool the 
tanks may be.”



REB

“REB (Reverse emulsion breaker) FEB (Forward emulsion breaker) We only 
use REB on our site and this is used throughout year at a rate of 7-8L per day 
cost around $6000.00 per 1000L IBC. This helps oil seperate from water.”

Using Solar During Production Process

“For both REB & PPD we use Solar injection pumps run via Solar panel arrays. 
Other items used at chemical injection stations are IBC chemical bunds , 
drum gauges, stainless injection lines , crystal gauges .”

Loadout’s and Loadin’s with Waxy Crude

“Loadouts  can be an issue for us at times as the Crude collection facility 
require Back loads to run up behind waxy oil ( regardless of winter or summer 
temperatures) so making sure they have this (if they require) is essential.”

Trucking & Transportation Timing

“Trucking is also a consideration in winter we can only service double tanker 
load outs as we require jacketed tankers and only two tankers available for 
winter trucking ( via 3rd Party) , in summer we use triples. Also we add hot 
water from our separator at the end of load outs into tankers to stop the 
underneath manifold from waxing up , this only happens in winter and is 
very important due to the distance travelled by oil to LiLo facility ( Loadin /
Loadout) and has made a great difference in ease of load outs which were a 
huge problem previously.”



Safe Operating Procedures (SOP’s)

“SOP’S are very important not only for 
safety but to ensure the production facility 
remains safe also. Our core SOP’S are 
loadouts, fuel delivery, boiler operation, 
skimming, vehicle use, vehicle fuel up and 
dewatering; but there is a vast amount for 
basically everything you do on site but they 
would be the main ones.”

Regular Operating & 
Maintenance Review

“Each day at the same prescribed time we 
do a generic field run this includes a visit 
to each well to check chemical injection 
rates, flow line and well head pressures, 
well head temperatures, then check pond 
levels, pump pressures , diesel levels , plant 
inlet pressures and temperatures and 
finally tank dips, this is all documented on 
“Daily Run Sheets” and then figures entered 
into Daily Production Report spreadsheets 
to ascertain performance / time. It is from 
these figures that we  predict our future 
load outs and then coordinate trucking 
and terminal bookings so they can organise 
backup loads.”

“Rain can be a huge problem for our roads 
so being abreast of weather conditions is 
imperative, as we need to make the call to 
go ahead or cancel loadouts  and a wrong 
decision can cost big bucks especially in 
winter months.”
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